
STEWARD'S REPORT

Geelong
Tuesday, 23 Aug 2016

Weather conditions: Fine

Track condition: Good

Officials for Meeting

Steward in Charge: D. Verberne

Stewards: T. Fish / G. Bromley

Judges: N.Hutchinson & I.Whitmill

Lure Drivers: D.Maye & I.Whitmill

Starter: G.Brett

Kennel Supervisor: S. Ettridge

Kennel Attendants: S Jolly / R. Henderson

Veterinarian: Dr. E. Marriott

Race 1
www.tab.com.au

3:14 pm
400m

All Maiden

Stewards spoke to Ms. B. Kinder, the trainer of My Name's Red regarding the length of time the greyhound
has had between races. My Name's Red last raced on 19th of May, 2016. Ms. Kinder stated that My Name's
Red is returning to racing from a left hip injury.

Ms. L. Courts, representative of Atomiser declared a new weight of 31.5 kg's for the greyhound in
accordance with GAR 39(2). Atomiser last raced at 29.5 kg's.

Might And Magic, My Name's Red and Pee Koda collided soon after the start, checking My Name's Red
and Pee Koda. Unicorn crossed to the inside soon after the start, checking Atomiser and severely checking
Bella Yella. My Name's Red checked off Atomiser on the first turn. Pee Koda and Unicorn collided on the
first turn, checking Unicorn. Atomiser galloped on the heels of Fish Armo on the home turn, checking both
greyhounds. My Name's Red checked off Might And Magic entering the home straight. 

Unicorn was vetted following the event. It was reported that the greyhound sustained back soreness, a 3
day stand down period was imposed.

Race 2
BECKLEY PARK COMMUNITY

MARKET
3:34 pm
400m

All Maiden

Podium Express was a late scratching at 2:42pm on the advice of the Club’s Veterinary Surgeon due to
illness. A 7 day stand down period was imposed.

Jockey Bale was vetted prior to the event and passed fit to race.

Jockey Bale was quick to begin. Miss Skye High was slow to begin. Yeah Mint and Lara's Lament collided
soon after the start. Midori Miss, Yeah Mint and Lara's Lament collided soon after the start, checking Midori
Miss and Yeah Mint. Midori Miss and Yeah Mint collided on the home turn, checking Yeah Mint. Midori Miss
and Lara's Lament collided approaching the winning post. 

Miss Skye High was vetted following the event. It was reported that the greyhound sustained an injury to
the right groin and left triangle. A 10 day stand down period was imposed. 

A sample was taken from Jockey Bale - winner of the event. 

Race 3
P & R FOOD SERVICES

3:58 pm
460m

All Maiden

Stewards spoke to Mr. L. Mitchell, the trainer of Ali's Title regarding the length of time the greyhound has
had between races. Ali's Title last raced on 12th of April, 2016. Mr. Mitchell stated that Ali's Title is returning
to racing from a change of kennel.  

A pre race sample was taken from Merinda Ollie. 

Merinda Ollie and Ali's Title collided soon after the start. Merinda Ollie, Dyna Arachni and Pitch collided
soon after the start, checking Dyna Arachni and Pitch. Lady Camelot checked off Too Fly Bro on the first
turn, checking Dyna Arachni and Pitch. Ali's Title and Merinda Ollie collided on the first turn, checking both
greyhounds. Too Fly Bro checked off Darley Dollar approaching the winning post.

Ali's Title was vetted following the event. It was reported that the greyhound sustained a laceration to the
left hind toe. A 21 day stand down period was imposed. 

A sample was taken from Too Fly Bro - winner of the event. 

Race 4
MERV JENNINGS SIGNS

4:14 pm
400m

All Maiden

Audacious Mickan and Huge Storm were slow to begin. Amy Baxter crossed to the inside soon after the
start, checking Amy Baxter, Immo Com and Krinon Brae. Amy Baxter crossed to the inside on the first turn,
checking Immo Com, Delcorn Potts and Huge Storm. Jack Snapper, Krinon Brae and Audacious Mickan
collided on the first turn, checking Krinon Brae and Audacious Mickan. Delcorn Potts crossed to the outside
on the home turn, checking Delcorn Potts and severely checking Audacious Mickan. Huge Storm crossed
to the inside in the home straight, checking Immo Com. 

Race 5 Trigger Lee was slow to begin. Osaka Bale and Maddison's Boy collided soon after the start. Trigger Lee



XTREME TECHNOLOGY
4:34 pm
460m

All Maiden

checked off Nirranda Hannah on the first turn. Maddison's Boy and Nirranda Hannah collided on the first
turn. Trigger Lee checked off Nirranda Hannah on the first turn. Emma Mia galloped on the heels of Trigger
Lee on the first turn, severely checking both greyhounds. Nirranda Hannah checked off Maddison's Boy in
the home straight. 

Trigger Lee was vetted following the event. It was reported that there was no apparent injury found. 

Emma Mia was vetted following the event. It was reported that there was no apparent injury found. 

Race 6
MILLERS MUZZLES

4:52 pm
520m

All Maiden

Don's Magic was slow to begin. Fabregas Lara checked off Rapid Mission on the first turn. Rapid Mission
galloped on the heels of Marlow Nikita on the first turn, checking Rapid Mission, Marlow Nikita, Gypsy
Gazza, Don's Magic, causing Gypsy Gazza and Don's Magic to race wide. Don's Magic checked off Gypsy
Gazza on the second turn and again entering the back straight. Rapid Mission and Goldenpaw Girl
collided in the back straight. 

A sample was taken from Barnes Banana - winner of the event. 

Race 7
TOPCAT VIDEO PRODUCTIONS

5:12 pm
460m

All Maiden

Heartstring was slow to begin. Goomac Keats, Zippy Daph and Heartstring collided soon after the start.
Heartstring checked off Goomac Keats soon after the start. Dyna Chirpy and Spring Jester collided
approaching the first turn. Dyna Chirpy, Spring Jester, Too Fly Man and Regal Note collided on the first turn,
checking Spring Jester, Too Fly Man, Regal Note and Heartstring. Too Fly Man checked off Regal Note on
the home turn. Lady Isabella raced wide on the home turn and again in the home straight. Heartstring and
Regal Note raced wide in the home straight. 

Heartstring was vetted following the event. It was reported that the greyhound sustained bruising to the
tibia. A 7 day stand down period was imposed.

Race 8
THE BECKLEY CENTRE GEELONG

5:35 pm
460m

All Maiden

Concrete Level went up with the lids at box rise and was slow to begin. Lady Jacinta galloped on the heels
of Snow Bomber approaching the first turn, checking Snow Bomber. Lady Jacinta checked off Snow
Bomber on the first turn. 

Lady Jacinta was vetted following the event. It was reported that the greyhound sustained a left monkey
muscle injury, a 7 day stand down period was imposed.

Race 9
NARDI PRODUCE

5:55 pm
400m

All Maiden

Bekim's Elite and Skybella were slow to begin. Tiger Regis and Nitro Swagger collided soon after the start.
Skybella checked off Ruby Ciaro approaching the home turn. Ruby Ciaro and Skybella collided on the
home turn, checking both greyhounds. 

A sample was taken from Nitro Swagger - winner of the event. 

Race 10
LYNETTE'S FLORIST

6:12 pm
400m

All Maiden

Steward's opened and adjourned an inquiry, to a date to be fixed, to allow Steward's to talk to registered
trainer Mr. M. Nash. Stewards will inquire into the circumstances pertaining to the incorrect greyhound
being presented for Race 10 at kenneling. Initial evidence was taken from Ms. K. Jordan who was
representing Mr. Nash. 

A pre race sample was taken from Pure Cascade.

American Bandit was quick to begin. Tony's Girl failed to pursue the lure with due commitment on the first
turn, checking Moonahcullah. Rangiora crossed to the rail in the home straight, checking Shadow Bolt.
Shadow Bolt clipped the heels of Rangiora approaching the winning post severely checking Shadow Bolt
which stumbled. 

Shadow Bolt was vetted following the event. It was reported that the greyhound sustained left fibula and left
triangle injury, a 5 day stand down period was imposed.

Tony's Girl was vetted following the event.  It was reported that there was no apparent injury found. Trainer
Mr L.Mitchell declined a revet.

Stewards spoke to Mr L.Mitchell, the trainer of the greyhound Tony's Girl regarding the greyhounds racing
manners on the first turn. Acting under GAR 69(A)(1) stewards charged Tony's Girl with failing to pursue the
lure with due commitment. Mr Mitchell pleaded guilty to the charge, Tony's Girl was found guilty and
suspended for 28 days at Geelong and it was directed that the greyhound perform a Satisfactory Trial (all
tracks), pursuant to GAR 69(A)(2)(a) before any future nomination will be accepted.

Race 11
JIMS MOWING - GEELONG

6:32 pm
400m

All Maiden

Zakarri and Magpie Power were slow to begin. Scarlett Ruby and Miracle Gem collided soon after the start.
Just Like Fire and Miracle Gem collided approaching the first turn. Scarlett Ruby galloped on the heels of
Just Like Fire approaching the home turn, checking Scarlett Ruby, Just Like Fire and Zakarri. Kate's Boy
brushed the running rail entering the home straight. Magpie Power brushed the running rail approaching
the winning post. 

Race 12
PREMIER BOLONEY @ STUD

A pre race sample was taken from Ain't No Hurry. 

Jack's Miss and Cozzi collided soon after the start, checking Jack's Miss. Still We Believe and Angel Drive



6:49 pm
400m

All Maiden

collided approaching the first turn, checking Still We Believe. Still We Believe galloped on the heels of
Angel Drive approaching the home turn, checking Angel Drive. Angel Drive raced wide on the home turn,
checking Beers On Us. 

Angel Drive was vetted following the event. It was reported that the greyhound sustained a right monkey
and right fibula injury, a 7 day stand down period was imposed. 

Meeting Comments:

Satisfactory Trial Results – Dyna Archie trialled over the 400m from box 1, weight 32.5kg, the greyhound
was placed 4th in a field of four starters. The time of the trial was 22.65, the greyhound was beaten by a
margin of 8.75 lengths. Dyna Archie was cleared.

Satisfactory Trial Results – Zelemar Zest trialled over the 400m from box 3, weight 30.7kg, the greyhound
was placed 1st in a field of four starters. The time of the trial was 22.65, the greyhound won by a margin of
0.75 lengths. Zelemar Zest was cleared.




